The influence of pore wall surface property on the flux of a novel cylindrical-shaped nanoporous filtering membrane is analytically studied by using the flow factor approach model for a nanoscale flow. Across the thickness of the membrane are manufactured two concentric cylindrical pores with different radii. The smaller nanoscale pore is for filtration, while the other larger pore is for reducing the flow resistance. It was found that when the larger pore wall surface is hydrophobic, the interaction between the filtered liquid and the smaller pore wall surface has a very significant effect on the value of the optimum ratio of the radii of these two pores which yields the smallest flow resistance and thus the highest flux of the membrane; In the optimum working condition, the smaller pore wall surface property greatly influences the flow resistance of the membrane. It was found to be possible to manufacture the membrane with specific pore wall surface property used for filtering one liquid out of other liquids; In this membrane, the pore wall surface should be hydrophobic to the filtered liquid, while it should be highly hydrophilic to the other liquids.
INTRODUCTION
Nanoporous membranes have been invented for ultimate filtration because of their nanoscale filtering pores (Hillmyer et al., 2015; Tringe et al., 2013) . They can be used for super purification of water, hemofiltration, DNA analysis and drug delivery (Das et al., 2014; Fissel et al., 2009; Han et al., 2013; Jackson and Hillmyer, 2010; Kim et al., 2006; Venkatesan et al., 2009) . One of the problems of these membranes is their high flow resistances because of nanoscale confining pores, which can result in fairly small fluxes of the membranes. It was shown that this slow flow is due to the nanoscale pore radius, the increased effective viscosity of the liquid in the confining pores and the significant non-continuum effect of the liquid across the pore radius (Zhang, 2016) . It was suggested that increasing the liquid temperature can effectively improve the flow rate through nanoscale pores (Zhang, 2017a) .
People persist their efforts in finding the way to improve the fluxes of these membranes; The main direction was to reduce the flow resistance of the membrane by reducing the membrane thickness or/and partly enlarging the pores within the membrane. Surwade et al. (2015) found that a nanoporous membrane made of a mono layer graphene can yield a high membrane flux in water desalination. Li et al. (2004) found that a conical-shaped nanopore is advantageous over a cylindricalshaped nanopore for giving a higher flux through the membrane. Yang et al. (2006) proposed a mixed membrane in which the top layer has cylindrical nanopores while the bottom layer is a conventional microfiltration membrane.
In the former study (Zhang, 2017b) , a novel cylindrical-shaped nanoporous filtering membrane was proposed. Across the thickness of this membrane are manufactured two concentric cylindrical pores with different radii; The smaller nanoscale pore is for filtration, while the other larger pore is for reducing the flow resistance. The optimum ratio between the radii of these two pores was found for yielding the smallest flow resistance of this membrane (Zhang, 2017b) . It was found that this optimum ratio is strongly influenced by the radius and depth of the filtration pore and the interaction between the filtered liquid and the pore wall surface. In that study, the surface properties of the two pore walls were considered as identical.
As a continuous research, the present paper analytically studies the performance of the cylindrical-shaped nanoporous filtering membrane proposed by Zhang (2017b) by taking the surface properties of the two pore walls as different. In the present study, the surface of the larger pore wall is highly hydrophobic to the filtered liquid, while the interaction between the filtered liquid and the smaller pore wall can be weak, medium-level or strong. The influences of the surface property of the filtration pore wall on the optimum ratio of the radii of these two pores and the flow resistance of the membrane are thus studied. On the other hand, the function of the membrane for filtering one liquid out of other liquids is studied considering different liquid-pore wall interactions among the mixed liquids.
STUDIED MEMBRANE
The studied membrane is shown in Fig.1 . The configuration of this membrane is same as shown in the study by Zhang (2017b) . The filtering nanopores with the radius 0 R are uniformly manufactured on the surface of the membrane, and across the membrane thickness the larger concentric pores with the radius 1 R are manufactured for reducing the flow resistance. The axial lengths (i.e. depths) of the two pores are respectively 0 l and 1 l , and the membrane thickness is l . The difference of this membrane from the membrane studied by Zhang (2017b) is that the surface properties of the two pore walls across the
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Available at www.ThermalFluidsCentral.org membrane thickness may be not identical, the surface of the larger pore wall is highly hydrophobic to the filtered liquid, while the surface of the smaller pore wall may be hydrophobic or hydrophilic to the filtered liquids; Or, although the pore wall surface properties may be identical, the surfaces of the two pore walls have greatly different interactions with the liquids which are mixed together; In this case, the membrane may be able to be used for filtering one liquid out of the other liquids because of largely different flow resistances of the membrane for different liquids. Fig. 1 The studied nanoporous filtering membrane (Zhang, 2017b) .
ANALYSIS

Basic Equations
The analysis for the membrane in Fig.1 has been developed in the study by Zhang (2017b) . Here are only repeated the necessary analytical results. The mass flow rate (i.e. the flux) through the membrane is (Zhang, 2017b) :
where p  is the pressure drop across the membrane thickness and 
where  and  are respectively the bulk density and the bulk viscosity of the filtered liquid at the environmental temperature and pressure, and the dimensionless flow resistance f I is:
Here,
,  is the pore production rate of the membrane surface, m A is the area of the surface of the membrane, and the
where 
Parametric Optimization
For attaining a highest flux of the membrane, the flow resistance of the membrane should be the smallest. For achieving this goal, the radius 1 R should be so designed that it yields the smallest value of the function )
When the wall surface of the larger pore with the radius 1 R is highly hydrophobic to the filtered liquid,
. In this condition, the optimum ratio of 1 R to 0 R for yielding the smallest
is (Zhang, 2017b) :
The resulting minimum value of )
In the present study, the optimum 1 R / 0 R value and the minimum value of ) / ( 0 1 R R F can respectively be accurately calculated from Eqs. (5) and (6) whenever the interaction between the filtered liquid and the wall surface of the filtering pore (with the radius 0 R ) is weak, medium-level or strong. However, as pointed out by Zhang (2017b) , if the wall surface properties of the two pores are identical, equations (5) and (6) Equation (6) shows that in the present study, the minimum value of ) / ( 
EXEMPLARY CALCULATIONS
Exemplary calculations were carried out for investigating the influence of the hydrophobic or hydrophilic surface properties of the filtering pore wall on the optimum 1 R / 0 R value and the corresponding smallest flow resistance of the membrane. In the calculation, the interaction between the filtered liquid and the filtering pore wall can be weak, medium-level or strong.
For whichever liquid-pore wall interaction,
is generally expressed as (Zhang, 2014; Zhang, 2017b) : is generally expressed as (Zhang, 2014; Zhang, 2017b) : is generally expressed as (Zhang, 2014; Zhang, 2017b) :
n , 2 n and 3 n are respectively constants. For weak, medium-level and strong filtered liquid-filtering pore wall interactions, the values of 0 , cr R were respectively taken as 3.5nm, 10nm and 20nm (Zhang, 2014; Zhang, 2017b) . For different types of the filtered liquid-filtering pore wall interaction, the values of the other parameters are respectively shown in Tables 1(a-c). Table 1 (a) Liquid viscosity data for different liquid-pore wall interaction types (Zhang, 2014; Zhang, 2017b) The calculations were also carried out for investigating the possibility of the membrane used for filtering one liquid out of other liquids (i.e. for a liquid-liquid separation). In these calculations, the surface properties of the two pore walls were taken as identical, the flow resistances i.e. the values of the function
of the membrane for three liquids were respectively calculated (by using Eq. (4)) when these liquids i.e. Liquid A, Liquid B and Liquid C respectively have weak, medium-level and strong interactions with the pore wall surfaces. In these calculations, 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
1 For Different Surface Properties Of The Two Pore Walls
As stated above, in this calculation, the wall surface of the pore with the radius 1 R is highly hydrophobic to the filtered liquid, and the wall surface of the filtering pore with the radius 0 R may be hydrophobic or hydrophilic. 
For Different Liquids
As stated above, in this calculation, the surface properties of the two pore walls are identical, while the three liquids i.e. Liquid A, Liquid B and Liquid C were respectively taken and they respectively have weak, medium-level and strong interactions with the pore wall surfaces. In this calculation, for a given 0 R , the value of 1 R was determined as an optimum one by Eq. (5) according to the weak liquid-pore wall interaction i.e. according to Liquid A; However, for Liquids B and C, this determined 1 R value should not be the optimum for giving the smallest flow resistance of the membrane. , the flow resistance of the membrane for Liquid C is nearly one hundred times that for Liquid A. Such a difference for these two liquids is increased with the reduction of 0 _ R . These results provide the indication that the studied membrane can be used for filtering one liquid out of other liquids, provided that the pore wall surfaces are hydrophobic to the filtered liquid (such as Liquid A), while they are highly hydrophilic to the other liquids (such as Liquid C). For the best effect of a liquid-liquid separation, the radius 0 R of the filtering pore should be as small as possible. 
CONCLUSIONS
The paper analytically investigates the influence of the pore wall surface property on the flow resistance i.e. the flux capability of the membrane in the novel cylindrical-shaped nanoporous filtering membrane proposed by Zhang (2017b) , by using the flow factor approach model for a nanoscale flow. Across the thickness of this membrane are manufactured two concentric pores with different radii; The smaller nanoscale pore with the radius 0 R is for filtration, while the other larger pore with the radius 1 R is for reducing the flow resistance. The pores are uniformly distributed on the surface of the membrane.
In this study, first, the surface of the larger pore wall was taken as highly hydrophobic to the filtered liquid, and the influence of the surface property of the smaller (filtering) pore wall was investigated. It was found that the (hydrophobic or hydrophilic) surface property of the filtering pore wall has a significant influence on the optimum 1 R / 0 R value which yields the smallest flow resistance of the membrane, when Secondly, by taking the surface properties of the two pore walls as identical, the flow resistances of the membrane respectively for three liquids were investigated; these liquids respectively have weak, medium-level and strong interactions with the pore wall surfaces. It was found that when 5 . 0 0 _  R , for the same operating condition, the flow resistance of the membrane for the exhibiting highly hydrophilic pore wall surface because of the liquid can be more than one hundred times or even more than one thousand times that for the exhibiting hydrophobic pore wall surface for another liquid. This provides an indication that the studied membrane can be used for filtering one liquid out of other liquids i.e. a liquid-liquid separation. 
